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Chapter 1 ,meeting again 

Once there was a beautiful world until queen Rose and 
king Liam showed up, queen Rose wanted an amulet so 
badly, but it wasn’t just any amulet it was the amulet of 

worlds if you had it you could travel anywhere you would like. 
And king Liam wanted the legendary crown that transforms you 
so that you can have ice powers. There was only one person who 
could save the world. David. He had the amulet but he didn’t 
have the crown, the crown has been lost for centuries in fact 
more than a million years. David went through the portal with 
the amulet and went to find Sienna and Oliver. He ended up at 
the garden at the front.  

He knocked on the door and Sienna and 
Oliver’s parents opened the door. “Er can I help you sir.” Said mrs 
Fern. “Yes sorry to disturb you I am … I I a-a-am I am Sienna and 
Olivers helper for teaching there’s a-a p-project.” David 
stammered he was a bit unsure what to say.”Oh Sienna nor 
Oliver didn’t tell us about the project”. Mumbled mr Fern.” Well 
its just come up mr…” Its fern. “Oh ok mr fern it’s just come up 
really and I’m helping them”. Said David. “Ok well I  will call 
them … Sienna, Oliver come here.” Yes mother. Jumping   
happily, but unsurely, Sienna and Oliver came down the stairs. “ 
What is it mother” said Sienna quietly. “ Well seems like you’re 
getting help with that project with this man.”Said mrs Fern. 
Sienna and Oliver looked at David surprised.”hi David.” 



Chapter 2, one place 

They let David in. David had a lemon and ginger tea. Sienna and 
Oliver led David upstairs and then went through the secret 
passage in their bedroom. David told them all about what was 
happening in their world that is in danger. Sienna shouted to 
their mother to say they were going. SLAM! They shut the door 
behind them.”Come on we need to get to the door.” Cried 
Sienna. Quickly they all jumped in. Aaaaaaaaaaaah! 
Cried Sienna and Oliver.” Woah that was fast I’m dizzy” said 
Sienna.”Come on come on I know who to find” said David 
rushingly.”Ok ok lets go but who are we going to find?” Asked 
Sienna.”Oh you’ll see Sienna.”said David. Sienna looked a bit  
confused at what David said because Sienna hasn’t really met 
anyone in this world. They walked and walked for what seemed 
like ages and then they stopped at a strange patterned door. 
David unlocked the door and there was the most beautiful 
woman in the whole of their world.” Hello children I see David 
has brought some unusual friends.” Said the beautiful woman so 
sweetly.” Ahem there is something I need to ask you.” Said 
Sienna to the beautiful woman.”Go ahead sweetheart.” Said the 
kind woman.”Ok then do you know where to find the … the 
legendary crown?” Asked Sienna politely. “ Well no one has 
asked me that in a long while… I don’t know exactly where it is 
but you have to go through very dangerous challenges… wait a 
minute I hear something aah hush children.” She whispered. 
Through the trees there was someone there you could over hear 
them talking.”WHERE CAN WE FIND THIS DAVID PERSON TELL 
US THIS INSTANT.” Yelled queen rose.”I d-d don’t know” cried a 
little dragon.”Psst there is only one place you have to go through 
dangerous challenges” whispered David. All together they said… 



Chapter 3, Ahalo 

“What is ahalo” Oliver asked.” Well Oliver ahalo is a very 
dangerous place in this world.”replied Sienna . “I’ve not heard 
much about it Oliver because David told me.” Said Sienna.” Well 
its best you should have a good nights sleep darlings.”Said the 
kind woman.”Hey I didn’t quite catch your name.”said Sienna. 
“Its Layla”replied Layla. After a sleep they set off on a journey to 
ahalo. It took 3 hours and 45 minutes to get there. Woah we are 
finally here.” Said Sienna. At ahalo it was very hot. The first 
challenge was going into a volcano and getting a 
scroll which will give you a clue to the next 
challenge 

So they set off in the volcano which was at high 
risk of exploding. Climbing up was one thing and it was hard. 
They finally reached the top and looked below into the volcano. 
It was very steep so every step was careful.”Look the scroll.” Said 
Sienna.” Aaaaaaaaah help me please.”Cried Oliver. “Gotcha that 
was a close one.” Said Sienna. Sienna pulled Oliver up as hard as 
she could. The three were at the bottom at the volcano. Sienna 
took the scroll as carefully as she could. Soon the 3 could hear a 
rumble.”Oh no its gonna burst.”Cried Oliver. “Wait a minute stay 
here.” Said Sienna… “Yay haha!”Cried Sienna. The lava was 
going up but Sienna was sliding up it. And it didn’t seem to hurt 
her. So then David and Oliver joined in to. 
Next was the underwater castle, they had to go into the sea 
castle and get the legendary crown. But there were some people 
behind them.”Oh no its… queen rose and king Liam.” Come on 
we need to get that crown.” Said David. “Stop right there!” Said 
a sea guardian, it was guarding the legendary crown.”This must 
be the next challenge.” Said Sienna 



Chapter 4, last challenge 
“You can only pass if you have water from sapphire lake then we 
will trust you.” Said the sea guardian.” What’s sapphire- Before 
she could finish queen Rose and king Liam took the crown.”Oh 
no.” Cried Sienna. “ I know a spell to make us swim.” David said 
happily.”Make us swim so fast like wind.”whispered David. 
WOOSH! They all looked amazing and they could swim.” OMG! 
THIS IS AMAZING THANKS DAVID!” The 3 were catching up to 
the crown. Sienna caught it and swam as fast as she could. She 
put the crown on. Then the crown tingled and was shining and 
the amulet came to it and made Sienna princess of their world. 
Then Sienna and Oliver went back to their world and Sienna still 
had the crown on, so they both told their parents that it was the 
project. Then Sienna banished queen rose and king Liam in a 
realm. 

THE END. 
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Sienna and Oliver have to travel a long way with their 
friend David to get the legendary crown read more to 

know… 




